CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE THIS SUMMER AT CAMP COLES TRIP!

Camp Coles Trip in Stafford, VA, may not be operating as a sleepaway camp this summer, but that doesn’t mean there won’t be plenty of exciting outdoor adventures! The camp will be open all summer with opportunities for girls and adults alike.

Summer Training Weekends
We’ve selected a number of dates over the summer to be “training weekends” - weekends where a variety of different trainings will be offered. Keep an eye out for available trainings on our Wilderness Wednesday posts in the Outdoor and High Adventure Rally and on gsLearn!

Current Training Weekends*:
* June 19-20
* July 17-18
* August 7-8

*Anyone can still camp on training weekends—certain sites and high adventure activities just may not be available. Trainings may still be offered on weekends outside of these dates

If you are an adult educator and interested in running a training at Coles Trip this summer, email ghassler@gscnc.org

Troop Opportunities
The possibilities are endless for a summer visit to Camp Coles Trip!
- Reserve a unit for troop overnight
- Relax on Shark Tooth Beach (or hunt for shark teeth!)
- Try out one of the camp’s many high adventure activities (trained facilitator required)
- Earn the Coles Trip Explore Camp Patch
- Run your own outdoor workshop or activities for other troops!
- Explore the new “Music in the Woods” interactive area (on the Chameleon Loop—Arrowhead side)
- Go birding—there’s a bald eagle nest, right on camp!
- And more!

KEEP AN EYE ON OUR WILDERNESS WEDNESDAY POSTS FOR POTENTIAL “POP UP” EVENTS AT CAMP!

HAVE A COOL IDEA FOR A PROGRAM THAT COULD BE HOSTED AT CCT? EMAIL GHASSLER@GSCNC.ORG

RESERVATIONS OPEN 3 MONTHS OUT. TO MAKE A RESERVATION AND LEARN MORE ABOUT CAMP COLES TRIP, VISIT WWW.GSCNC.ORG/CAMPPROPERTIES